Digitizing: "Reuse last entered attribute values" should not overwrite primary key column

When digitizing, the "reuse last entered attribute values" option also sets the value of the last value of the primary key column. This value has to be unique, so it makes no sense to set the value of the last digitized record.

In fact, with this setting enabled, one has to manually remove the last value - which is quite annoying.

Associated revisions

Revision fdeff635 - 2016-01-21 10:22 PM - Jürgen Fischer

don't use last used values on primary key fields (fixes #14154)

History

#1 - 2016-01-21 01:22 PM - Jürgen Fischer
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Fixed in changeset commit:"fdeff635422717e2f102706866102096ad6b5599".